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a b s t r a c t

The evaluation of systems that claim to recognize emotions expressed by human beings is a contested
and complex task: The early pioneers in this field gave the impression that these systems will
eventually recognize a flash of anger, suppressed glee/happiness, momentary disgust or contempt,
lurking fear, or sadness in someone’s face or voice (Picard and Klein, 2002; Schuller et al., 2011).
Emotion recognition systems are trained on ‘labelled’ databases — collection of video/audio recording
comprising images and voices of humans enacting one emotional state. Machine learning programmes
then regress the pixel distributions or wave forms against the labels. The system is then said to have
learnt how to recognize and interpret human emotions and rated using information science metrics.
These systems are adopted by the world at large for applications ranging from autistic spectrum
communications to teaching and learning, and onwards to covert surveillance. The training databases
depend upon human emotions recorded in ideal conditions — faces looking at the camera and centrally
located, voices articulated through noise-cancelling microphones. Yet there are reports that the posed
training data set, that is racially-skewed and gender unbalanced, does not prepare these systems
to cope with data-in-the-wild and that expression-unrelated variations (like illumination, head pose,
and identity bias (Li and Deng, 2020)) can impact their performance as well. Deployments of these
systems tend to adopt one or other and apply it to data collected outside laboratory conditions and use
the resulting classifications in subsequent processing. We have devised a testing method that helps
to quantify the similarities and differences of facial emotion recognition systems (FER) and speech
emotion recognition systems (SER). We report on the development of a data base comprising videos
and sound track of 64 politicians and 7 government spokespersons (25 F, 46 M; 34 White Europeans,
19 East Asians, and 18 South Asians), ranging in age from 32–85 years, and each of the 71 has on
average three 180 s videos; a total of 16.66 h of data. We have compared the performance of two FERs
(Emotient and Affectiva) and two SERs (OpenSmile and Vokaturi) on our data by analysing emotions
reported by these systems on a frame-by-frame basis. We have analysed the directly observable head
movements, and the indirectly observable muscle movement parts of the face and for the muscle
movements in the vocal tract. There was marked disagreement in emotions recognized, and the
differences were exacerbated more women than for men, and more for South and East Asians than
for White Europeans. Levels of agreement and disagreement on both high-level (i.e. emotion labels)
and lower-level features (e.g. Euler angles of head movement) are shown. We show that inter-system
disagreement may also be used as an effective response variable in reasoning about data features
that influence disagreement. We argue that reliability of subsequent processing in approaches that
adopt these systems may be enhanced by restricting action to cases where systems agree within a
given tolerance level. This paper may be considered as a foray into the greater debate about the so-
called algorithmic (un)fairness and data bias in the development and deployment of machine learning
systems of which FERs and SERs are a good exemplar.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The claims and the promise of automatic facial emotion recog-
nition (FER), and speech emotion recognition (SER), are irre-
sistible both intellectually and commercially.1 One need not look
1 See, for example, [1] and [2].
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ar to identify research that has adopted an SER or FER system
s a component in larger systems or behavioural analysis meth-
ds.2 In general terms, we can have a fair idea of a familiar or
nfamiliar person’s emotional state irrespective of their intrinsic
ge, gender, race/colour, luminosity, occlusion, and orientation.
cting in context, humans behave as if they are relatively good
t judging emotional states of others within the contexts on the
asis of non-verbal behaviours, even without access to linguistic
ontent expressed. Of course, the basis of many miscommunica-
ions and conflicts is incorrect perception of the emotional states
f others in shared contexts, and human judgements of non-
hared contexts, such as in analysing video, are less stable (cf. [3]).
his we do just by looking at the face and mentally computing
he reflection and absorption of light on the facial skin and hair,
ocussing on key small areas on the skin to detect the presence
f a face and the changes in reflection/absorption over time
roviding clues about the emotional state of the observed person.
his is somewhat true of hearing a stranger who speaks another
anguage to ours, and getting a glimpse into their emotional state
ust by detecting and noticing the changes in the prosody, vocal
nergy, and voice quality in their speech. This we humans do
ithout even looking at the speaker in the face; one can even
ake a reasonable guess of their age, gender, personality, force-

ulness, origins, without any facial encounter. In the case of both
ER and SER, we have to recognize the existence of a face, or of a
oice, focus on key areas of the face, or key properties of the voice,
elate what we are seeing now has to what we have seen/heard,
nd then to predicate what we might see/hear. Finally, we assign
label to the emotion on the face or in the voice. The emotional
odel which has dominated the emotion recognition literature
uggests that the movement of facial muscles, and muscles use to
rticulate voice, are what we human focus on. These proponents
f these models are equally emphatic that humans have 5–7
even ‘basic’ emotions that relate to muscle movements in an
diosyncratic fashion. The widely used FER and SER systems are
ased on the muscle dynamics and basic emotion theory. In this
aper, while we describe some prior work on emotion recognition
hat attends to linguistic content, text emotion recognition, our
ocus is on the systems that assess acoustic properties of speech
nd visual properties of the face and head, but without reference
o text emotion classification.

Speech producing muscles, around 100 or more in number,
ontract fast and at variable speeds, are fatigue resistant, and have
ifferent biomechanical and histological properties [4]. Speech
roducing muscles include craniofacial muscles — muscles con-
rolling the lips and mouth corners, and muscles that control the
arynx (simply known as the voice box) are unique in the hu-
an muscular system. The muscles act in agonist and antagonist
odes — maintaining an equilibrium between a contracting mus-
le and a relaxing muscle. It is the collaboration and opposition
f these muscles that creates speech. The physical properties of
he speech (waveform) include frequency, energy, are indirect
easures of the muscle dynamics. The muscles age and voice
hanges with aging. Gender and race are the key variables for
ome vocal tract properties – and these properties [5] lead to
ifferences in the speech of men and women, and in the speech
f different racial groups – causing the so-called gender and racial
isparities in voice biometrics [6].
Facial muscles – around 42 in number – are subcutaneous

under the skin) and are unique in that these muscles are in-
ervated by facial nerves and control facial expressions. Facial
uscles control the three dimensional face deformation caused
y the movement of ‘antagonistic and synergistic muscles’ caus-
ng movements in and around the face by contraction and re-
axation of muscles [7]. Facial recognition and facial expression

2 See Section 2.4, where we point out some of these.
2

is indirectly calculated by the movement of proxies called the
facial landmarks that have specific optical properties [8]. Again
the skin distortion/displacement is an indirect measure of the
muscle dynamic. The facial skin has its own undulations due
to differences in facial bone structure and skin thickness when
Caucasians and Japanese Asian faces are compared [9]. Facial
anthropometric studies suggest that there are statistically signif-
icant differences in nose dimensions amongst African Americans,
White Americans, Asians and Hispanics [10] and that gender is a
key variable in this respect as well [10].

That the movement of facial muscles [11,12], and vocal tract
muscles [13], can be successfully used as a correlate of human
emotion is a very interesting example of the use of Occam’s
Razor. Note that facial anthropometry, a mainstay of craniofa-
cial forensic analysis [14,15] and of plastic surgery [16–18], is
the intellectual precursor of automatic face recognition. Acoustic
analysis, a mainstay of voice biometric systems [5] (and are used
in forensic analysis of voice [19]) is the intellectual precursor
of speech recognition systems. The technological precursors of
FER and SER include the automatic face recognition systems and
speech recognition systems respectively.

These two modalities of non-verbal communication can re-
inforce emotions expressed in each other or may contradict the
emotions. The analogy of twisted fibres is useful: each modality
provides a fibre within a string, and which is most prominent
depends on the perspective one has to the whole; further, the
fibres may be twisted with differing degrees of tightness about
each other, such that within a given length and from a certain
perspective, one fibre may be visible in more shorter bursts, and
others in fewer, longer lengths. So, too, emotive content may
be expressed within entwined modalities, the possibilities for
change in emotive content in any modality adding more possible
variation to what is observed from any given perspective. Our
intuition about the twisted pair of modalities has motivated us
discuss these together in this paper.

The current ontological basis of facial emotion recognition
systems is rooted in the existence of an ideal face with ideal
facial features which can be detected by face and facial feature
detection algorithms and matched against the contents of a cor-
pus of acted emotions [20–22]. Much the same is true of speech
emotion recognition system predicated on the existence of an
ideal voice with ideal features which can be detected by voice
and vocal feature detection algorithms and matched against a
labelled corpus of soundtracks of actors voicing emotions [23–
25]. The universality arguments of ideals and algorithm have
led to a whole range of laboratory experiments conducted by
intellectually gifted scientists and engineers on state of the art de-
vices which appear to extract hitherto unquantifiable and largely
uncomputable human emotions with a degree of fidelity. So far
so good. But the laboratory experiments are now on the val-
orization juggernaut and we have commercially available facial
emotion recognition systems and speech emotion recognition
systems. The usage of these systems knows no bound — from
the needy area of surreptitious surveillance and onto diagnostic
medicine, especially autism spectrum disorder, and from market-
ing to evaluating educational attainment, from robots in smart
manufacturing to robots in social care. There are important tech-
nological issues about the accuracy of such systems on the one
hand, and societal and moral reservations about the automatic
emotion recognition system on the other.

The recognition and interpretation of power of FERs and SERs
is usually stated in precision/recall terms of what the training
label of a video (audio track) is and what an FER/SER outputs it to
be. In order to pursue this strategy one has to place great faith in
the design and original annotations of the training (and testing)

databases. The inter-annotator agreement is usually ‘substantial’
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using Cohen’s Kappa) across the various emotional states [26,27].
ERs depend on the location and activity of the so-called action
nits on the face of a person who is expressing one emotion.
his task is carried out by trained facial action coding systems
xperts. Their handcrafted observations are used in training FERs
o relate the changes in the activity of action units (AUs) over
ime (typically milliseconds). The behaviour of some is readily
earnt with high precision but for others the situation is not so
atisfactory [28]; automated facial coding (AFC) has had more
uccess with ‘near perfect agreement’ for very specific parts of
he face which whilst for others the agreement between AFC
nd a FAC coder varies between ‘moderate to ‘substantial’ agree-
ent [29]. Note that usually several action units are activated
hen people experience an emotion, so we are relying on a
ariable recognition performance per AU which, in turn, has an
mpact on the accurate recognition and interpretation of an image
ot seen by an FER.
We have taken a different approach to evaluating the FERs and

ERs. Instead of comparing systems in relation to precision and
ecall on extant ‘‘gold-standard’’ datasets, or creating a corpus of
ideos with accompanying texts and labelling as a novel ‘‘gold-
tandard’’, we have created a corpus of a (in-the-wild) videos
f politicians, their spokespersons, and CEOs, of different races,
enders and ages, with the purpose of comparing SER and FER
ystem assessments of such data. We chose our cohort as their
ob is to persuade us to follow a policy with charm, authority,
nd empathy and they use the ebb and flow of emotions as a
ersuasive device. For each of our cohort we have 3 or more
ideos.3 We have used the videos as inputs to two different
ERs (Emotient and Affectiva) and found the outputs statistically-
ignificantly different for key emotions. The same is true of the
wo SERs (OpenSmile and OpenVokaturi) that were given the
ound tracks as the input. These systems are selected for analysis
ere because each has been freely available for use and each has
een widely used (as we note below), even though more ad-
anced systems are now available through remunerated licenses.
he systems we analyse are architecturally different and use dif-
erent training databases for emotion recognition. The differences
n the outputs are important because of the various applications
hat have used just the one FER (or SER) and made various claims
bout (individual or group) human behaviour. For if there is a
lightest of doubts about the outputs of an automatic system,
hen the use of the outputs should pose a serious moral dilemma
o the enthusiastic proponents of FER and SER. Our contrastive
ethodology may help in bringing forward important research
dvances to the public forum but with caveats that must accom-
any any computer system. We focus here on analysis of system
ehaviours on the data that we have collected rather than on
‘gold standard’’ data sets. One reason is that emotion recognition
ystems are likely to be deployed on data captured ‘‘in the wild’’
ather than with repeated testing on the original training data
r other gold-standard data sets. Another reason, as we discuss
ater, is that there is ample reason to doubt the possibility of
old-standard emotion labels on data: acted emotion is not the
ame as authentically experienced emotion; third-party labels
f experienced emotion of others are not reliable; time-delayed
ubjective labels of experienced motion are not reliable. Thus,
e suggest that the best standard one could hope to achieve is
ultiple annotator agreement. Disagreement on emotion labels
lso suggests assessing agreement on measurements of more
asic physical properties that contribute to emotion assessment,
s we describe.

3 Others also note issues that arise with data-in-the-wild and that expression-
nrelated variations (like illumination, head pose, and identity bias [30]) can
mpact emotion recognition system performance as well.
3

The main contributions of this paper are in the identification of
the extent to which the emotion classification systems agree and
disagree on high-level and low-level features of audio and video
processing. We demonstrate a means of using quantification of
system disagreement as a response variable, in order to identify
the features that interact with disagreement. The overall method
of analysis we use may be adapted to similar tasks with the
same systems on other data sets, other data sets, and compa-
rable systems. The background corpus of videos curated in the
context of this research and analysed here is also available to the
research community (the corpus derived from content visible to
the general public).

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we con-
textualize our work with respect to a selection of extant voice
and facial emotion recognition systems (Section 2). We describe
some of the assumptions of emotion recognition systems (Sec-
tion 2.2) and then some of the systems (Section 2.3). We note
contributions to the literature in a variety of fields that de-
pend on the emotion classifications provided by these systems
(Section 2.4). We describe prior published evaluations and com-
parisons of these systems (Section 2.5), and then synthesize some
of our own works in comparing them (Section 3). We discuss
the ramifications of these comparisons (Section 4): because of
the system-dependence of classifications, it is important for those
seeking to rely on the classifications to be cautious in using
them, perhaps seeking majority classification from more than
one, or using them only on datasets with properties on which the
systems can be demonstrated to agree or for which judgements
of one may be algorithmically transformed into judgements of
others. We also show that system agreement and disagreement
may be used as a variable to illuminate the study of other vari-
ables represented in data to which the systems are applied. We
conclude (Section 5) by noting limitations of the current state
of our analysis and our overall programme while highlighting
our view of the relevance of this work. Our work is a con-
tribution towards identifying the parameters of trusted use of
automatic emotion recognition systems. This paper provides a
synthetic view of our earlier work [31–33], and builds on that
prior research with additional analyses — in particular, we show
(Section 4) the value of reasoning with system differences as a
response variable and understanding features in the data that
influence system differences.

A Note on the Data Used We have been working on the ex-
pression of emotions by authority figures before, during and
after a natural disaster [34] since 2014. Over the years we have
been increasing our video corpus every year with help from our
undergraduate and postgraduate students then. The authors of
this paper have supervised the collection and developed methods
of analysis. We will like to express our gratitude to them; some
of them have been joint authors on papers with us [31–33].

2. Related work

In this section, we describe systems for recognition of vocal
and facial expressions of emotions. We note research that de-
pends on the emotion classifications provided by these systems
for other purposes. We also describe works additional to our own
that have provided evaluations and comparisons of these systems.

2.1. Linguistic emotion recognition systems

First, it is necessary to acknowledge a large body of research
that analyzes the emotive content of linguistic expressions as
recorded in texts. Naturally, this body have work is anchored in
words and wordlists, such as provided by the General Inquirer
[35] and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [36]. Over
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he years, these methods have been deployed widely [37–39] and
ross compared [40]. More recent works take advantage of more
ich representations of word meaning than available in classified
ord lists, through distributional semantic representations and
esulting representational similarity, and richer representations
f relevant contexts, including cross-speaker relations in natural
anguage dialogue [41,42]. However, as indicated above, our focus
n this work is on systems that analyse the acoustic properties of
peech and other vocalizations, rather than the linguistic content,
nd also systems that analyse the visible behaviours of the face
nd head in the course of classifying emotive expression.

.2. Precursors of non-verbal emotion recognition systems

The precursors of FER include the face recognition systems and
or the SER it is the speech recognition systems. These recog-
ition systems are trained, using machine learning algorithms,
o recognize a human face and a human voice. The US National
nstitute for Standards and Testing has evaluated a number of
acial recognition systems in the last three years and have found
hat these systems are based on algorithms and training regimens
hat may produce false positives/negatives: ‘‘Despite all of the
dvances in algorithm design, facial recognition algorithms have
everal known cultural problems in the basic identification of
arious faces from different races regardless of the country in
hich the algorithm is developed’’ [43]. The bias comes from
sing training databases that may have a larger number of faces
or one racial group than others for example. The biases may have
oots in how we dealt with the world in early infancy: Infants
ee more people of their own skin tone and physiognomy leads
o an ‘early visual preference and recognition advantage for the
amiliar race group’ that persists in later life [44]. As the infants
row older social identity, prejudice, status and power leads to
ore bias towards own kind [45]. One key use of automatic facial

ecognition in policing is in limbo as the technology is perceived
o be racially biased [46].

Facial skin optics is seldom discussed in the FER and face
etection and analysis literature. The detection of a face using
ordinary light source involves the optical properties of the

kin and this in turn determines how much light is reflected
y the skin surface, epidermis and dermis, and how much light
s absorbed [47]. Recent experimental studies have shown that
ifferent areas of the face – forehead, eyes, cheeks, nose and
hin – have different reflectivity and absorption which varies
ccording to skin tone or colour, gender and age, and equally
epends on the RGB components [48]. The skin thickness equally
aries across the face: the thickest dermis was on the lower nasal
idewall and thinnest is on the upper medial eyelid, and thickest
pidermis is on the upper lip [49]. The thickness of the nasal
oft tissue envelope varies according to racial categories [50]. The
hickness will determine the reflectivity to a certain extent and
ill have an impact on face detection and recognition.
The automatic voice recognition has an equal quantum of

ersistent criticism regarding racial bias over the last 15 years
r so [51,52]; this asymmetric effect has been attributed to the
kewed nature of training database, towards one racial group,
sed to train these systems. Furthermore, there are studies re-
ealing gender and dialect bias in such systems as well [6,53,54]
lus well known speech recognition systems are not good in
ecognizing dysphonic voices [55].

Facial emotion recognition systems comprise a pipeline of
ystems where the video input, preferably comprising one per-
on’s face preferably, is processed and the emotion content of
he video is quantified as a time series. The first two crucial
ystems in the pipeline are face detection and facial feature
etection systems. Face detection is carried out using a variant
4

of the Viola–Jones rigid object detection algorithm that is suitably
adapted for use by neural network techniques for moving objects.
Facial feature identification involves finding the so-called facial
landmarks around the detected face. These strengths and weak-
nesses of these two systems in the pipeline are based on intuitive
or analytical models of where a face is and what the features
are? The other important parts of the pipeline include a system
that tracks the dynamics of the landmarks on the face, and a
system that matches the dynamics with an emotion labelled set of
vectors. Each of these systems is based on intuitive and analytical
models of the dynamics and that of the matching strategies.
It is remarkable that with all the intricacies and assumptions
underlying of the models that facial emotion recognition systems
do as well in recognizing emotions at all.

Facial emotion systems depend equally critically on the avail-
ability of labelled data bases of humans are acting out to be
in a given emotional state over a short period of time. Ex-
perts/systems designers select a corpus of videos of people who
have been instructed to show a set of emotions, and then pop-
ulate their databases on the attributes and values of the facial
feature specified intuitively or analytically by the designers. These
databases are used to train facial emotion recognition systems.
These training videos, however, are not designed to cope with
assertion that ‘every face is different’ and that every face ‘reflects
(sic) [. . . ] something about unique about’ a human being – aspects
of their ‘heritage – including race, ethnicity, culture, geography’.
The other confounding factor about a human face is the age,
gender, and various (unique) means of self-expression. It has been
suggested that the key attributes that might help create such a
diverse and representative database of faces expressing emotions,
should include craniofacial distances, areas, and ratios, facial
symmetry and contrasts, skin colour, age, gender, and pose [56].

Surveys of architectures of FER and SER show a variety detec-
tion and analysis systems used that are based on selected facial
and speech features. There is a large choice of training databases
for the classification of changes in facial and speech features
and the data bases have been used to train neural networks
of different configurations (CNN, Deep Neural Nets, Recurrent
nets, LSTM) (See [57] for SER architectures/databases/neural nets,
and [58] for FER). There is a wide variation here and any two FER
(SER) systems are different and yet if the two systems provide
the same emotion expression output for the same input, then we
are on fairly safe intellectual and technological grounds. If this
hypothesis is not confirmed then we have to think about how to
standardize the use of technology and training data. This is the
burden of argument in this paper.

2.3. Non-verbal emotion classification systems

The Darwinian notion underpinning emotion recognition re-
search, propagated successfully in both intellectual and commer-
cial sense, relates to the hypothesis that ‘a person’s emotional
state can be readily inferred from his or her facial movements,
typically called emotional expressions or facial expressions’. The
notion is compatible with the view of James [59] that bodily
responses to stimuli (physical or conceptual) are the emotions.
The Darwinian idea has substantial implications for all walks of
life, including political and legal, commercial, safety and security,
education, health, and economics/finance. One can see that these
systems based on basic emotion theory, that there are six or
seven basic emotions, have achieved commercial success and are
being deployed in the ‘real world’, and have led to the publication
of a number of papers in learned journals. This hypothesis is
used as a theoretical specification for both facial and speech
emotion recognition system has been challenged [60,61] and by
a number of scholars who have shown the six emotional states
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re a part of much larger sets of emotions, including amusement,
oredom, shame, and confusion to name but a few, especially
hen conducting research in a number of cultures [62]. The work

n cross-cultural studies of human emotions shows that there
ay be four latent emotions that are culturally more common

han the six-basic emotions [63]. What we learn from this debate
etween the basic emotion theorists and those who prefer a
ifferent description of emotions is that emotions are shaped
y (the external features) of social context and the other is the
ituational context — who is expressing the emotion, what is the
ontext, how the person who is expressing emotions is dealing
ith power, gender, class, and origins. Our choice of the test is
uided by trying to select a variety of politicians drawn from
ifferent countries, are of different ages and gender.
It has been identified that there are culturally specific di-

ensions to human perception of emotion [64,65], but within-
ulture variation is also evident, with factors such as age [66],
ex [65], autism spectrum disability [67], and major depres-
ion [68], among other factors.
Researchers have examined facial emotion software systems

nd found that they correlate well with independent measure-
ents of muscles implicated in facial action unit movements [69].
owever, [31, p. 203] have demonstrated that widely used sys-
ems (Emotient FACET, Affectiva AFFDEX [70] and Azure) differ
ignificantly in the determination of the emotions Joy, Fear, Dis-
ust, Contempt and Sadness (the null hypothesis of agreement on
urprise and Anger could not be rejected).
Other systems have been developed for re-use outside their

evelopment teams, but we focus here on openSMILE/OpenEar
nd OpenVokaturi among SERs and Emotient FACET (to which we
enerally refer as ‘‘Emotient’’) and Affectiva AFFDEX (to which we
efer as ‘‘Affectiva’’) and to a limited extent, Azure, among FERs.
oth systems have been available relatively recently from the
ompany iMotions – iMotions make the two systems ‘available’
hrough their system – using the software as service model. Both
FFDEX and Emotient exist in their own right but are now not
vailable to the public directly. Sometimes the literature that we
eview refers to a system as ‘‘iMotions’’ — we have tried to use
ontext to clarify which FER is addressed in such work.
The OpenVokaturi system is informed by the work of Boersma

71] in the Praat acoustic analysis system. The emotion labels of
penVokaturi are applied after an initial voice processing step
hat identifies nine features in the acoustic signal4: average pitch,
itch dynamics, pitch jitter, average intensity, intensity dynamics,
ntensity jitter, spectral slope, spectral jitter.5 The processing of
he cues from the acoustic signals in training data analyses the
easures for the cues for durations given each of the emotion

abels (anger, boredom, disgust, fear or anxiety, happiness or
oy, sadness and neutral), and a neural network architecture
s used to identify probabilities associated with each emotion
abel.6 The openSMILE System has capabilities for both video and
udio processing; however, here we focus on the audio analy-
is, which is the original focus of the system [72,73]. A large
umber of features are provided, rooted in low-level acoustic
eature descriptions and elaborated with a range of statistics for
hose features over sliding windows of sampling durations [74].
e use the ‘‘emobase’’ configuration from openEAR, with 998

uch features, informing emotion classification using a number
f learning algorithms [75].

4 See https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-emotions — last verified
ay 2023.
5 See https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-acoustic-features — last
erified May 2023.
6 See https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-emotions — last verified
ay 2023.
5

Within facial emotion recognition, the underlying low-level
classifications include face detection, head movement determi-
nation and landmark identification. The Emotient system records
measurements for 20 facial action units and also head move-
ment estimates of yaw, pitch and roll; high-level classifications
provide measurements of the emotions anger, joy, fear, disgust,
sadness and surprise [31,76,77]. Affectiva provides measurements
supporting emotion classifications with respect to anger, disgust,
fear, joy, sadness, surprise and contempt [70]. Thirteen action
units and ‘‘smirk’’ are identified as low-level facial descriptors to
inform the emotion classifications, and the Euler angles – yaw,
pitch and roll – are estimated.

2.4. Deployments of non-verbal emotion classification systems

Here we note contributions to the literature which report
on research that relies on emotion classification provided by
extant systems using their default models. This demonstrates that
researchers rely upon the judgements of these systems.

2.4.1. Speech emotion
In approaching automated classification of emotion from the

voice signal, it is commonplace [78–80] to use extant systems,
such as openSMILE voice signal processing toolkit, in order to
extract measurements of acoustic properties of voice [72,73], and
the OpenEar default feature sets and pre-trained models founded
on the openSMILE work. OpenVokaturi has its origins in the Praat
system for speech analytics [71].

Some research draws on the assumption that emotion classifi-
cation systems provide trustworthy measurements. Ma et al. [81]
use OpenVokaturi in an experiment whose premise is to evalu-
ate the extent to which non-professional actors could perform
designated emotions, as classified by the system. They conclude
(p. 3), ‘‘In our study, most participants did not succeeded in
mimicking all five basic emotions. However, we cannot simply
claim that the SER system OpenVokaturi we used is not good
enough for emotion detection. Instead, we argue that it may have
failed because the participants were unable to successfully act
out each emotion..’’. The apparent suggestion is that the system
provides a higher standard of emotion classification than the
human participants provide in emotion performance. The Open-
Vokaturi system has been adopted in work on music composition
to evaluate the quality of synthetic voice emotion [82]. Ortloff
et al. [83] developed an application that interfaces audiobook
consumption with other modalities of emphasizing emotion as
identified by OpenVokaturi in the speech signal.7 D’Errico and
Poggi [84] use OpenVokaturi to quantify voice-emotion features
and iMotions to quantify facial emotion expressions in audio–
visual recordings as part of an effort to analyse the distribution
of emotions expressed by politicians evidently endeavouring to
express humility. Schmidt et al. [85] used emotion classifications
from Vokaturi to explore relationships between automated emo-
tion recognition systems (they used OpenFace for facial emotion
recognition) and measures of system usability in a think-aloud
protocol. Salutari et al. [86] use OpenVokaturi for the speech emo-
tion recognition for a robot developed with multi-modal emotion
recognition capacities. These works demonstrate that judgements
made by OpenVokaturi in assessing speech emotion are widely
adopted.

The openSMILE system is typically used to select a range
of low-level acoustic features that have been associated with
accurate emotion classification to train emotion classifiers on
new datasets. For example, [87] build a model of group emotion

7 Their user testing participants (n = 6) ‘‘criticize that the emotion
recognition seems arbitrary at times’’ [83, p. 866].

https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-emotions
https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-acoustic-features
https://vokaturi.com/algorithms/measuring-emotions
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rom a basis of self-reports of emotion obtained with groups of
andarin speakers. OpenEar involves default feature set selec-

ions and pre-trained emotion classification models derived from
penSMILE feature individuation, and has also been adopted by
esearchers. Golondrino et al. [88] extract emotion qualities from
olitical advertizement jingles, and [89] use a similar approach
or assessing educational content. Smith et al. [90] describe the
se of OpenEar emotion classification as a component of an
pproach to automatic composition of movie trailers. The default
ow-level voice features assessed by openSMILE and the pre-
rained models for classifying speech emotion built upon those
eatures are thus also widely adopted.

.4.2. Facial emotion
A number of researchers have used the emotion classifications

roduced by facial emotion recognition systems as reliable indi-
ators of emotions experienced by humans pursuing activities in
variety of contexts. Here we note some of these topics.
Novielli et al. [91] use the facial emotion classifications pro-

uced by Affectiva as a gold standard in evaluating the classifica-
ion of wearable biometric sensors. Liu et al. [92] rely on Affectiva
o inform analysis of the distribution of emotions experienced
y automobile drivers. Sarsenbayeva et al. [93] use the emotion
lassifications of Affectiva in the analysis of causal relations be-
ween smartphone use and emotional experience. Zhou et al. [94]
ely on emotion classifications produced by Affectiva in analysing
ork group structure preferences in design tasks. Hammann et al.
95] use Affectiva’s facial emotion classification in research into
ethods of assessing emotional competence among people with

ntellectual disabilities. Garcia-Garcia et al. [96] and Singh and
ewan [97] independently use Affectiva’s classifications in appli-
ations designed to help autistic children recognize and convey
acial emotions. As noted above, [69] compared Affectiva iMo-
ions with facial electromyography (EMG) data. They focused on
appy, angry and neutral emotions, for each looking at differences
etween contrast states (e.g. joy-angry/joy+angry) as measured
ithin by the two approaches, normalized to the same scale.
significant correlation is reported between Affectiva and EMG
easurements of joy and brow-furrows.
Park and Ryu [98] use the facial emotion classifications of

motient in an evaluation of teacher acceptance of teacher train-
ng systems that simulate scenarios encountered by teachers.
chmitz-Hübsch and Fuchs [99] analyse the relationship between
xperienced emotions and quality of performance in command
nd control situations, using Emotient as a facial emotion classi-
ier: finding little in the way of expected interactions (e.g. nega-
ive emotions correlating with poorer performance), they reason
bout the suitability of tasks for eliciting expected ranges of emo-
ions and individual differences in emotional expression. Moreno
nd Woodruff [100] use Emotient’s classifications of facial emo-
ion expression in the evaluation of the effects of background
usic on the learning experience of students. Davis et al. [101]
se the facial emotion classifications of Emotient in order to anal-
se the role of gender differences in advantages associated with
acial expression in bids for micro-lending investments. Trevisan
t al. [102] use iMotions Emotient FACET in order to classify
motions in recordings of children with autism and alexithymia,
inding that the latter rather than the former impinges on the
uantity of emotions expressed. Gupta et al. [103] use iMotions
motient FACET to classify emotional expressiveness among indi-
iduals at high risk of psychosis, and use this in a quantification
mong blunting of emotions in that group (separately, [104] eval-
ate the efficacy of iMotions Emotient FACET in relation to human
motion categorization and categorization by an alternative FER
FaceReader, [105]), finding strong agreement for joy). Fischer
t al. [106] use Emotient as a means of assessing the outcomes of
ace transplants, with focus on the tracking of action units rather
han emotion classification.
6

2.4.3. Observations
We have noted applications that depend on speech emo-

tion classification of openSMILE/OpenEar and Vokaturi and facial
emotion classifications by Affectiva and Emotient. It is natural
to reflect on works that adopt one system or another for each
modality in this fashion and whether they would have obtained
the same overall conclusions and effects had they adopted the al-
ternative. Our work addresses this by comparing systems as used
with defaults and pre-trained models on data sets of recordings
made for purposes other than emotion expression, but assembled
on the basis of potential emotive content associated with the
original purpose, that is, the reason for the recorded speech or
press conference. Of course, one could also analyse the interior
algorithms and data modelling assumptions of the systems as
well as input–output behaviours, and we address these matters
(see Section 4.2 and Section 4.3). However, our initial interest
here is their classification judgements in relation to data outside
their training data sets, the extent to which those judgements are
the same or different with respect to shared stimuli and factors
that appear to influence differences — cross calibration of the
systems.

2.5. Prior comparisons of non-verbal emotion classification systems

Others have also explored comparisons among these available
systems, as described below.

2.5.1. Speech emotion
Garcia-Garcia et al. [24] provide a review of available emotion

recognition systems, including Vokaturi (and Affectiva, among
facial emotion recognition systems), presenting details visible
from the literature and system provider websites, but without
direct empirical comparison except of the quality of ease of
use. Anjum [107] appears to adopt both openSMILE emotion
classification and Vokaturi classification, relying most on the lat-
ter, but without detailed rationale. Özseven and Düğenci [108]
compared openSMILE and Praat [71] as baseline systems using
standard datasets, focusing on measurements of acoustic features
and overall emotion classification accuracy. Equal accuracy be-
tween two systems on datasets with gold-standard labelling does
not entail agreement on instances datasets disjoint from training
data. This, and the work of Datta et al. [32], described in more
detail below (see Section 3.3) are the only efforts of which we are
aware that pursues direct comparison of emotion classification
with openSMILE and OpenVokaturi pre-trained models.

2.5.2. Facial emotion
Dupré et al. [109] compare Affectiva/Affdex with Emotient

/Facet as well as CrowdEmotion’s FaceVideo, Microsoft Cognitive
Services, MorphCast’s EmotionalTracking, EmotionRecognition of
Neurodata Lab, VicarVison’s FaceReader and VisageTechnologies’
FaceAnalysis, addressing databases of posed and spontaneous
emotion expression, with reference to independent human judge-
ments. In analysing accuracy in emotion labelling using area
under the curve (AUC), both Emotient and Affectiva had a score of
0.77 (no significant difference) for spontaneous emotions and for
posed emotions, Emotient had an AUC score of 0.75, while Affec-
tiva’s AUC score was 0.79 (difference not significant). Yang et al.
[110] evaluate Affectiva in relation to four other systems (Ama-
zon Rekognition, Baidu Research, Face++ and Microsoft Azure)
in emotion labelling on standard datasets and then using image
distortions (rotation, occlusion, blur, brightness); Affectiva did
not emerge as ‘‘best’’ in any of the conditions analysed. Bernin
et al. [111] compare Emotient, Affectiva and two other systems
(InSight and CERT) with respect to established emotion-labelled
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ideo datasets.8 Depending on the dataset and emotion, Emotient
and Affectiva each at times provide the most correct labels for
the relevant category of videos (at times, it is the other two).
Correlations across the data sets are not computed (although
system classification of an individual item is illustrated), nor are
differences subjected to significance testing.

Where possible, we also indicate the extent of cross-system
agreement on emotion labelling where they agree on certain
underlying physical measurements.

3. Our comparisons of extant non-verbal emotion recognition
systems

We briefly outline a methodology for comparing the outputs of
two FERs or two SERs given the same input. We then outline the
criteria for selecting input data. We will then describe outcome
of comparing two SERs with each other, and then two FERs with
each other which will include not only the facial emotions but
head movements as well. This is followed by a discussion of
the methods, input data, and the results of comparison. Initial
results of the comparison for facial emotions [31], for speech
emotion [32], and head movement [33] are presented. Addi-
tional analyses of system agreements and disagreements are also
provided.

3.1. A method of comparing two emotion recognition systems

The method we offer for comparing two emotion recognition
systems, whether as expressed by voice or face, is to quantify
agreement and disagreement on the same data. Essentially, we
apply repeated measures to the same samples, and inspect dif-
ferences in those repeated measures. The systems work with
an inventory of emotion labels, and we are therefore inspect-
ing agreement and disagreement in the most likely labels for a
given sample. Here we do not compare them on ‘‘gold-standard’’
data, because, as we argue, there is reason to have doubt about
‘‘gold-standard’’ labels themselves.9 Quantifying agreement and
isagreement between systems in repeated measures of the same
ata provides positive information. Thus, we treat the systems we
ompare as one would treat any assessment of multiple annota-
ions on a data set. Cohen’s κ provides an index of agreement
eyond chance, and in the first instance we use this as a measure
f system agreement on emotion labels. We then seek more de-
ails about the loci of agreement and disagreement by testing the
ontingency tables of cross-classifications inherent in confusion
atrices with a χ2 test. Significance in such a test means that

here is a non-random interaction between the labelling of one
ystem when compared with the labelling of the other system
or the same samples. However, a non-random interaction of
he labellings does not entail agreement — for example, where
ne system locates ‘‘disgust’’, the other might systematically find
‘anger’’ most likely. Therefore, we inspect the Pearson residuals
a standardized measure of the difference between the observed
alues and the values that would be expected in each cell of the
ontingency table if there were no interaction between the col-
mn labellings and row labellings).10 The extent of non-random

8 Evidently, CERT [112] provided a foundation for Emotient [28].
9 Firstly, it is impossible, even for an authentic emoting agent to reliably

econstruct exact emotions from reviewing and labelling each frame or audio
egment of their own expressions. Secondly, acted emotions are, by definition,
ot genuine.
10 Absolute values between 2 and 4 are significant (p < 0.05) and greater than
are highly significant (p < 0.001); positive values indicate that the count for

he cell of interaction exceed what would be expected by chance, and negative
esiduals indicate that the count for the cell of interaction are less than would
e expected by chance.
7

agreement between the systems is captured in the residuals along
the same-label diagonal having greatest magnitude, with positive
values, and at a magnitude that signifies significance, but without
other cells in the same row or column having greater positive
values. This supports identification of significance in ‘‘confusions’’
between the two systems, as well as significant agreement.

For each emotion label that the systems have in common
within a modality, we also compute rank-order correlations be-
tween their estimates of evidence/confidence in the label for each
sample. We use rank-order correlations to avoid distortions that
can arise for Pearson correlations when data is not normally
distributed. This analysis does not depend on the label with most
support for any sample.

In the case of face emotion systems, we also inspect system
measurements made that are at a lower-level of abstraction than
emotion classification. In particular, we focus on system estimates
of yaw, pitch and roll in head movements. It is informative to
take these estimates as vectors and we use those vectors to
make comparisons. For example, we use cosine between the
vectors supplied by each of the systems for a common sample
and we also compute for each system, the cosine between the
vector between a frame and its preceding frame and compare
the resulting cosine values between the two systems. We also
consider aggregations such as standard vector magnitudes and
pose-angle-sums (the sum of the absolute values of each of yaw,
pitch and roll). With these values, we compute correlation co-
efficients in order to establish levels of agreement, and Wilcox
tests to determine whether differences between the systems are
statistically significant.

Eventually (see Section 4), we show that it is possible to use
system agreement and disagreement constructively as a variable
in order to inspect factors that interact with system agreement
and disagreement.

A summary indication of the tests we apply in order to quan-
tify judgements is provided in Table 1. Note that the use of the
X2 test for examining interactions of categories we are exploring
‘‘confusion matrices’’ as supplied by compared systems: a sig-
nificant result does not directly quantify similarity of category
assignments by the two systems or difference (although, if the
test result is not significant this implies that the null hypothe-
sis must be accepted, in this case, that there is no interaction
between the emotion labels provided by one system and the
emotion labels provided by the other system, and such a lack of
systematicity is tantamount to disagreement). When we inspect
the residuals, as indicated above, we can note classification agree-
ment with significant positive residuals along the diagonal and
confusion with significant positive residuals elsewhere.

3.2. Acquiring input data for testing emotion recognition systems

In the following we give the criteria for finding videos with
their soundtracks:

3.2.1. Source of videos
We have chosen public-domain videoed speeches, with sound-

track, of people who are used to public speaking We select videos
shot in a TV studio, or videos shot by professionals for wider
distribution,say, in an election campaign.

3.2.2. Typology of our videos
Our videos comprise people who are neither professional ac-

tors (or subjects performing according to a prescribed script), nor
are these people belong to the general public whose videos can
be regarded as videos in the wild. We have selected people who
have perhaps rehearsed what they are going to say on camera and
have learnt to control or exaggerate their emotions in public and
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Table 1
Summary of non-parametric statistical tests that we apply to quantify system similarities and divergences.
Test General purpose Compared data types

Wilcox Differences Numeric values with respect to two categories
Kruskal Differences Numeric values with respect to a more than two categories
Spearman correlation Similarity Numeric value agreement
Cohen κ Similarity Cross-categorization agreement
χ2 Interaction Cross-categorization interaction
χ2 Pearson residuals Interaction Cross-category effect localization
Table 2
Facial emotion analysis — Our video data-base. Counts of individuals by profession and gender; Age ranges; Counts of videos; counts of frames analysed. (POL =

Politician; SPO = Spokespersons; CEO = Chief Executive Officer).
Race Profession Age Gender #Videos Frames analysed

(POL SPO CEO) (Min Max) (F M) (F M) (F M)

East Asian 9 3 0 49 73 3 9 14 21 46413 155583
South Asian 6 1 3 28 72 1 9 2 24 8094 149056
White European 16 6 7 41 91 14 15 56 45 310594 277572

Total All Races 31 10 10 49 73 18 33 72 90 65101 582211

Total 51 51 162 947312

Total Time (milliseconds) 31261296

Total Time (h) 8.68
Table 3
Nationalities represented among subjects of videos analysed, with counts of Female (F) and Male (M) subjects (F | M).
Race Nationality (F | M)

East Asian China (3 | 6), Japan (0 | 1), South Korea (0 | 2)
South Asian India (1 | 7), Pakistan (0 | 2)
White European France (1 | 0), Germany (1 | 1) , Ireland (0 | 1), Italy (0 | 1), New Zealand (1 | 0), United Kingdom (1 | 1), United States (10 | 11)
whose speeches are heard and seen by the public at large together
with their facial and voice emotions, and head movements. Our
database contains semi-trained actors and comprise professional
oliticians, government spokespersons, and CEOs.

.2.3. Attributes of a selected person
We have chosen three racial groups - East Asians, South Asians,

nd White Europeans. We have chosen people who are used to
peaking in the public, for instance, politicians, their spokesper-
ons, and CEOs (only for FERs). We have tried to have a gender
alanced video corpus but were not quite successful due to the
resence of the glass ceiling against women.

3.2.4. Numbers of video per person
We have endeavoured to have 3 or more videos for each of

person in our video base.

3.2.5. Duration of the video
We cannot control the length of public speech but on average

our video databases are just over 3 min in duration — this yields
a substantial number of frames for analysis as the cycle rate of
the FERs ranges between 33–40 frames per milliseconds.

3.2.6. Our video and speech databases
We have used two video databases: for facial emotion recogni-

tion we have collected 162 videos of 51 different public speakers
from three racial groups in 12 countries (18 females and 33
males) with ages ranging from 49 years to 73 years. The total
duration of the 162 videos is 8.68 h (See Tables 2 and 3).

Our second video database comprises 258 videos of 71 differ-
ent public speakers from three racial groups in 11 countries (25
females and 46 males) with ages ranging from 32 years to 85. The
total duration of the 258 videos is 16.66 h. We only use the sound
tracks of this collection to compare speech emotion recognition
systems; audio clips are sampled at 2000 ms (See Tables 4 and
5).
8

3.3. Comparing two voice emotion recognition systems

Analysing the application of openSMILE and OpenVokaturi to
voice data collected ‘‘in the wild’’ has revealed that those systems
reach significantly different conclusions about likely emotions
over matched samples. We have used 258 video recordings and
associated sound track of the politician talking (16.66 h long)
(video plus sound track depicting 64 politicians and 7 official
spokespersons. Recordings were processed using a sampling rate
of 2000 ms. The data set is described in (Tables 4, 5). We have
used three of the US Bureau of Census’racial categories: White
Europeans, South Asians, and East Asians. We are collecting data
from other categories like African Americans and Africans.

Tests of whether evidence for each emotion (joy, anger, fear,
sadness, neutral) was different between the two systems across
recordings were conducted. There was a significant difference
between the two systems for each of the emotions. Another
method of assessing similarity of the systems is determining
whether the measurements they produce are sensitive to in-
dependent conditions on the data produced. The independent
conditions correspond to binary categorizations appropriate to
the politicians: Asian (n = 46) vs. White European (n = 25);
Female (n = 25) vs. Male (n = 46); under 60 years of age (167
recordings) vs. 60 years of age or older (91 recordings). For nearly
every ‘emotion and for all three of the binary distinctions, the evi-
dence of the emotion was significantly different between the two
categories of the distinction, for both OpenEar and OpenVokaturi.
The exceptions were that a significant difference in evidence of
neutral depending on the age category was found for OpenEar
but not OpenVokaturi, and a significant difference in evidence
of anger was identified using the classifications of OpenEar but
not OpenVokaturi. Thus, on this level of analysis, much system
agreement about relevant distinctions is visible.

Next, we present the analysis of the 258 recordings noted
above and agreement on emotion labelling therein.

Firstly, we consider the labelling of the most likely emotion
supported by each system. For each of the 2000 millisecond
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Table 4
Speech emotion analysis — Our speech audio data-base. Counts of individuals by profession and gender; Age ranges; Counts of videos; counts of clips analysed.
(POL=Politician; SPO=Spokespersons; CEO=Chief Executive Officer).
Race Profession Age Gender #Audios Clips analysed

(POL SPO CEO) (Min Max) (F M) (F M) (F M)

East Asian 16 3 0 42 71 4 15 12 39 1579 6290
South Asian 17 1 0 32 85 5 13 18 34 1703 3970
White European 31 3 0 32 80 16 18 79 76 7758 8692

Total All Races 64 7 0 32 85 25 46 109 149 11040 18952

Total 71 32 85 71 258 29992

Total Time (milliseconds) 59984000

Total Time (hours) 16.66
Table 5
Nationalities represented among subjects of speech audio recording analysis, with counts of Female (F) and Male (M) subjects
(F | M).
Race Nationality (F | M)

East Asian China (4 | 11), Japan (0 | 2), South Korea (0 | 2)
South Asian Bangladesh (1 | 1), India (4 | 10), Pakistan (0 | 2)
White European Germany (1 | 1) , Ireland (3 | 5), New Zealand (1 | 0), United Kingdom (2 | 2), United States (9| 10)
Table 6
Cross classification of samples using the most likely emotion label according to Vokaturi (columns) in relation
to the most likely label according to openSMILE (rows): the confusion matrix diagonal values are in bold. The
values are counts of clips in each cell of the cross-classification.

Vokaturi

Anger Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness

anger 418 44 304 40 26
fear 72 39 140 22 13

openSMILE happiness 56 54 196 20 21
neutral 4266 90 2551 5058 1128
sadness 4077 156 2807 5656 1888
samples, both systems provide estimates of confidence in each
of the emotion labels. It is natural take the label with maximum
confidence for a sample as the system’s classification of that
sample. In 850 cases, Vokaturi produces ‘‘ties’’. Ignoring ties, the
remaining 29,142 samples can be inspected to assess the agree-
ment between the labels with maximum confidence according to
each of the systems. To begin, we consider the labels thus derived,
and assess agreement between the two systems using a stan-
dard measure of inter-annotator agreement: Cohen’s weighted
κ is estimated as 0.063 — very slight agreement. Examining the
cross classification of samples between the most likely labels
according to each of the systems offers insight into the locus
of agreement and disagreement. Table 6 provides a confusion
matrix that results from this cross-classification. To quantify the
differences revealed by the confusion matrix, we view the ma-
trix as a contingency table and conduct a Chi-squared test to
test whether there is a significant interaction between the row
labels and column labels. As the interaction is significant (χ2

=

244.5, df = 16, p < 2.2e − 16), we inspect Pearson residuals
to identify the locus of interacting effects — the corresponding
residuals are provided in Table 7. The diagonal values are each
significant (p < 0.05) and are highly significant (p < 0.001) for
all but the ‘‘neutral’’ row. However, the diagonal does not contain
the greatest positive Pearson residual for each emotion label.
Vokaturi estimates of ‘‘fear’’ that coincide with openSMILE esti-
mates of ‘‘happiness’’ are observed even more often than would
be expected with no interaction. The divergence between obser-
vations and expectations that would follow random interactions
for Vokaturi estimates of ‘‘neutral’’ and openSMILE estimates of
‘‘sadness’’ is greater than the divergence between observation and
expectation for the diagonal cell, where the systems agree.

For each of the emotion labels that both openSMILE and Voka-
turi use, we calculate rank-order correlations in the systems’
9

estimates of applicability of those labels to samples. Thus, we
obtain Spearman’s ρ values as follows: anger, 0.231 (p < 0.0001);
fear, 0.128 (p < 0.0001); happiness, 0.297 (p < 0.0001); neutral,
0.114 (p < 0.0001); sadness, 0.081 (p < 0.0001). Thus, it
can be seen that for no label is there a tremendous level of
agreement between the systems about the support for the label,
even without reference to system (dis)agreement on the label
with maximum support.

3.4. Face and head movement

3.4.1. Facial emotion classification
For each frame, the evidence recorded by Emotient and Af-

fectiva in relation to the emotions joy, fear, disgust, contempt,
sadness, surprise, and anger was compared using a rank order
test. For the emotions surprise and anger, the null hypothesis that
the systems recognize the same level of emotion evidence could
not be rejected. For the other emotions, significant differences
were noted.

Using the three binary classifications described above, the
question was asked whether the emotion evidence was signifi-
cantly different within the classification, according to each of the
three systems. For example, there was a significant difference
in the evidence of joy depending on whether the video subject
was a female politician or male politician, for all three systems.
For all three systems, the gender categorizations also produced
significant differences in evidence of anger. For the other emotion
labels, significant difference in the emotion evidence according to
the gender category appeared in relation to the evidence provided
by some systems, but not others. The contrast was visible for
both Emotient and Affectiva for five of the seven emotions (and
was visible for Azure, only for joy and anger). In relation to the
distinction between White Europeans and East Asians, significant
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Table 7
Pearson residuals from χ2 test of the cross classification of samples (recorded in the contingency table in Table 6) using
the most likely emotion label according to Vokaturi (columns) in relation to the most likely label according to openSMILE
(rows): the confusion matrix diagonal values are in bold.

Vokaturi

Anger Fear Happiness Neutral Sadness

anger 10.308570 9.999366 10.145076 −15.277935 −6.596741
fear −1.631335 18.177258 10.575102 −8.155992 −3.128286

openSMILE happiness −4.844785 23.151010 14.741508 −9.574022 −2.582058
neutral 4.309245 −6.256815 −2.770070 2.979998 −6.832353
sadness −5.569461 −2.576532 −3.553283 3.444500 8.885671
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difference in emotion evidence was evident for the estimates
of all three systems for contempt, sadness, and anger. In the
case of disgust evidence, measurements produced by Emotient
and Affectiva were significantly different according to the dis-
tinction. Emotient’s measurements for evidence of each emotion
were significantly different in relation to the distinction. For the
binarized age category, there was little agreement in system
measurements — evidence of fear as noted by Emotient and Azure
were significantly different between the two age categories; for
none of the three systems did measurements of disgust or sadness
differ significantly between the two age categories.

Finally, direct pairwise system (Spearman) correlations were
ested for evidence of each emotion. For Emotient and Affectiva
orrelations, anger evidence was moderately correlated (0.3 ≤

< 0.6) and fear evidence demonstrated zero correlation (0 ≤

< 0.1); evidence of all other emotions were weak (0.1 ≤

< 0.3). In the Emotient-Azure correlations of emotion evidence,
oy, anger, surprise and sadness were moderately correlated and
he rest were weakly correlated. In the Affectiva-Azure correla-
ions, anger evidence showed moderate correlation and surprise
howed zero correlation, and the rest were weakly correlated.
This work suggested that speech systems required similar

nalysis (as described above in Section 3.3). The fact that dif-
erences in emotion classifications were so prevalent, it also
uggested examining whether systems agree on measurements
f physical behaviours underlying emotion classification (as de-
cribed below in Section 3.4.2).

.4.2. Head movements
Facial emotion recognition systems depend on the analysis

f facial landmarks and patterns of combined movement among
hose landmarks (facial action units). While we intend to examine
orrelations on these measurements directly, given that we here
ake a step back from emotion classification by available systems
nto their measurements of physical quantities that inform emo-
ion classification, we note here that the visibility of landmarks
s directly impacted by the movements of the head [33]. We
xamined the measurements of yaw, pitch and roll estimated
y Affectiva and Emotient. We have used the following dataset
or the head movement recognition: We have 162 videos of 51
eople (18 female; 33 male) which were analysed. We have 31
oliticians, 10 CEOs of multinational companies and 10 were
rofessional spokespersons. The videos were observed found on
ouTube by searching for prominent individuals providing press
onferences and speeches. They were pre-processed to select
egments including only the video subject and trimmed to have
he face of the subject occupy as much of the frame as possible.
nly frames that were registered by both systems were analysed.
Basic measurements of head movement include yaw, pitch and

ole, and agreement between Affectiva and Emotient on estimates
f these angles shows Pearson correlations of 0.857 (p < 0.001)
or yaw, 0.694 (p < 0.001) for pitch and 0.816 (p < 0.001)
or roll. These results were calculated on a dataset of speeches
y politicians, corporate chief executives, and professional press

pokespersons from East Asia, South Asia, Europe, the US and 0

10
ceana. As we synthesize the work of the earlier paper here,
e analyse that data in additional ways, noting, for example, the
uartiles in the difference for the two systems on each of those
ngles (see Table 8). For each video frame, a measurement in
egrees of each of yaw, pitch and roll is recorded, and Table 8
hows descriptive statistics of the tendencies in the difference
etween the Affective measurement (e.g. ‘‘A.Yaw’’) and the Emo-
ient measurement (e.g. ‘‘E.Yaw’’) in each case. This provides a
ummary description of the scale of difference between the two
ystems in measuring these low-level physical properties.
The values of yaw, pitch and roll for each frame where both

ystems recorded measurements were analysed by using two ag-
regation methods. The first considered ‘‘pose angle sums’’ (PAS)
the sum of the absolute value of each of yaw, pitch and roll.

his is similar to vector magnitudes: the square root of the sum
f the squares of each vector component. The second considered
he value of 1 minus the cosine of the vector of yaw-pitch-roll
easurements at a frame and its preceding frame (YPR.df). The
easurements provided by Affectiva and Emotient aggregated as
AS values showed a significant positive Spearman correlation
ρ = 0.62), but with greater values arising from Affectiva’s
alues than Emotient’s (tested with a directional Wilcox test). The
pearman correlation between Affectiva’s YPR.df values and those
f Emotient (which depends on the cosine of the yaw-pitch-roll
ector at a frame and its preceding frame) was moderate (ρ =

.33, p < 0.001). As an additional comparison in the present
aper, not reported by Kidambi Murali et al. [33] we note that
he Spearman correlation between the YPR vector magnitudes as
omputed for Affectiva and Emotient is comparable to that of
he PAS values: ρ = 0.63, p < 0.001.11 Thus, on the underly-
ing measurements, positive correlations are identifiable but vast
differences as well.

The relationship between head movement and emotion clas-
sifications of the two systems were explored by Kidambi Murali
et al. [33] using these same quantities. For both the PAS and
YPR.df values, the means for frames classified by the distinct emo-
tions (anger, contempt, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) varied
significantly and for both systems. For both PAS and YPR.df val-
ues, interactions between emotion label and gender were signifi-
cant for Emotient and Affectiva. Here, we note the distribution of
YPR vector magnitudes according to the emotion label reckoned
as most probable by each system (see Table 9). The comparison
reaches beyond agreement on low-level physical quantities into
the more abstract labels inherent in emotion attributions. This
suggests the additional analyses that we report in the next section
(Section 3.4.3)

3.4.3. Facial emotion in a larger dataset
Above (Section 3.4.1), we addressed comparisons of facial

emotion recognition as reported by Ahmad et al. [31]; here we
present a comparison as arises in the dataset of Kidambi Murali

11 Spearman correlations between PAS and YPR magnitudes for Affectiva (ρ =

.98, p < 0.001) and Emotient (ρ = 0.97, p < 0.001) are very strong.
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Table 8
Quartiles for differences (∆) between Affectiva and Emotient measurements of Euler angles.
∆ Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

A.Yaw-E.Yaw −60.780 −5.183 −1.241 −1.150 3.173 52.067
A.Pitch-E.Pitch −71.3634 0.2504 3.9431 4.4996 8.2334 48.2324
A.Roll-E.Roll −56.7320 −3.3565 −0.8123 −0.7709 1.7237 85.0020
Table 9
Mean of Yaw-Pitch-Roll (YPR) vector magnitudes for each system and emotion.
System Anger Contempt Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise

Affectiva 23.862 19.494 15.574 12.212 14.977 14.464 14.692
Emotient 11.221 12.309 11.304 10.286 10.902 11.469 11.410
Table 10
Cross classification of frames using the most likely emotion label according to Affectiva (columns) in relation to the most likely label
according to Emotient (rows): the confusion matrix diagonal values are in bold. The values are the counts of frames that fall into
each cell of the cross-tabulation.

Affectiva

Anger Contempt Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise

anger 39423 2215 29030 333 193 9355 7824
contempt 23110 4228 55633 1256 2126 1654 38090
disgust 51650 2397 125605 1366 3409 17994 48438

Emotient fear 19178 1025 36448 4247 1636 4024 56010
joy 25222 6074 56108 1945 30555 1529 73547
sadness 24863 1780 24737 697 798 7759 26236
surprise 14831 831 22483 2887 790 1119 45552
Table 11
Pearson residuals of cross classification of frames using the most likely emotion label according to Affectiva (columns) in relation to the most likely
label according to Emotient (rows): the cross-classification diagonal residuals are in bold. The residuals are derived from the values observed in
Table 10.

Affectiva

anger contempt disgust fear joy sadness surprise

anger 156.310 12.191 −18.103 −24.547 −57.164 84.520 −117.759
contempt −18.459 36.168 44.589 −10.244 −42.617 −53.724 −4.164
disgust −1.129 −35.290 112.205 −34.070 −68.178 62.113 −104.134

Emotient fear −38.828 −27.668 −39.348 64.891 −48.073 −20.549 93.519
joy −75.290 37.429 −56.647 −12.682 251.131 −77.745 54.545
sadness 51.376 2.398 −39.276 −13.456 −46.512 60.900 −3.485
surprise −25.716 −21.312 −54.748 49.909 −47.323 −45.665 110.406
et al. [33], but not analysed by them. The means of YPR vector
magnitudes according to each emotion for the two systems as
reported in Table 9 must be contextualized with emphasis on
the fact that the frames deemed most likely to be characterized
by ‘‘joy’’ for Affectiva need not be the same frames for which
‘‘joy’’ was the most likely label according to Emotient. Firstly,
we note that Cohen’s unweighted κ is estimated at 0.13 (‘‘slight’’
greement). A ‘‘confusion’’ matrix of the classifications deemed
ost likely by each system is provided in Table 10. It is helpful

o quantify the differences inherent in a confusion matrix through
nspection of Pearson residuals of a Chi-squared contingency
able test (χ2

= 228007, df = 36, p < 2.2e − 16) — the
orresponding residuals are provided in Table 11. The significance
f the χ2 statistic allows rejection of the null hypothesis that

the there is no interaction between classifications by Affectiva
and Emotient, and residuals along the diagonal indicate that the
instances of agreement are far greater than would be expected if
the relationship between Affectiva and Emotient were random.12
owever, the diagonal does not contain the residuals of greatest

12 The absolute value of the Pearson residual indicates significance: absolute
alues between 2 and 4 are significant (α = 0.05) and absolute values greater
han 4 are highly significant (α < 0.001). The sign indicates the direction of
divergence from random interaction expectations: positive values indicate that
observations exceed expectations under no interactions; negative values indicate
fewer observations in a cell than would be expected with no interactions.
 0

11
positive magnitude in each row and column for contempt, fear
or sadness. An alternative comparison of the two systems on
each frame considers, for each emotion, the level of evidence
deemed available. Examining the Spearman correlations between
Emotient and Affectiva for the estimates of intensity of the basic
emotions, one finds for anger, ρ = 0.310, p < 0.001; for joy,
ρ = 0.228, p < 0.001, for sadness, ρ = 0.071, p < 0.001, for
disgust, ρ = 0.061, p < 0.001, for fear, ρ = −0.002, p = 0.06625
(no significant correlation), for surprise, ρ = 0.216, p < 0.001. If
one restricts the analysis to those frames for which the difference
between Affectiva’s and Emotient’s estimates of each Euler angle
was a value between its first and third quartile (see Table 8),13

then, for anger, ρ = 0.542, p < 0.001; for joy, ρ = 0.373, p <

0.001, for sadness, ρ = 0.235, p < 0.001, for disgust, ρ =

0.230, p < 0.001, for fear, ρ = 0.138, p < 0.001, for surprise,
ρ = 0.419, p < 0.001. That is, in each case, the correlation
between the systems’ judgements of emotions is stronger for the
frames for which the systems agree on the measurements of the
underlying head movements, even if those correlations do not
reach overwhelming agreement.

13 Within this restriction on the dataset, the Pearson correlations between
Affectiva and Emotient estimates of yaw, pitch and roll become 0.967 (p <

.001), 0.936 (p < 0.001) and 0.957 (p < 0.001), respectively.
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Table 12
Frame counts by sex of person depicted and agreement between Affectiva and Emotion
on the most likely emotion.
System agreement Sex of person depicted in the frame

Female Male

Most likely emotion labels disagree 282729 418142
Most likely emotion labels agree 82372 174997
3.5. Summary

This section has used correlation analysis to identify the ex-
ent of agreement between voice and facial emotion recognition
ystems on classifications they provide with numeric values for
igh-level judgements (like confidence in or evidence for emotion
abels) and judgements of lower-level quantities (like head move-
ent). We also use categorial cross-classification tests of agree-
ent. We note some level of agreement, but, more importantly,
lso disagreement. We demonstrate that the disagreements are
tatistically significant, for both high-level and low-level classifi-
ations. In the next section, we show that system disagreement
ay be used effectively as a response variable in order to identify

actors that interact with disagreement, and we interpret the
esults reported in this section more generally.

. Discussion

.1. General observations

We have demonstrated that researchers have made use of
oice and facial emotion classification systems using their de-
ault models in order to inform other processes. This creates
he question of whether such systems are interchangeable. We
ave shown that they are not: prominent available speech and
acial emotion recognition systems differ in their classifications of
motions within their modality of application.14 Further, we have
hown that available facial emotion recognition systems differ in
ssessments of physical quantities that underpin emotion recog-
ition. The work we synthesize here has demonstrated that in
ome cases, across systems, similar distinctions are visible within
he measurements, for example, interactions of age, gender and
thnicity. However, the extent to which those distinctions truly
re congruent is not yet clear.
The implication of these observations is that it is dangerous to

se a single emotion classification system in work that depends
n emotion classification. It may be necessary to restrict inference
o those cases where measurements of constructs at conceptual
evels lower than emotion classification can be shown to be
greed by more than one system, when using these systems on
ata outside the scope of their training sets. Simply using multi-
le systems and majority classification seems less prudent than
dentifying the physical conditions in which systems agree and
isagree and determining how to relate system disagreements.
ur ongoing research in this area at present includes exactly that.
Consider two examples of the analysis of disagreement. Firstly,

onsider the binary condition of whether the two systems agree
n an emotion label in relation to the sex of the person depicted
n each frame. This yields a two-by-two contingency table, as in
able 12.
A Chi-squared test of the interactions in the cross categoriza-

ion reveals significance (χ2
= 5543.8, df = 1, p < 2.2e − 16).

Inspection of the residuals reveals highly significant effects — sys-
tem agreement on emotion is far less than would be expected for

14 Recalling the metaphor of twisted fibres from the introduction, we expect
isagreement in expressed emotion between modalities at many moments of
ampling.
12
women than if there were no interaction between emotion label
agreement and sex and far greater than would be expected for
men than if there were no interaction. For system disagreement,
the surprise observations are in the other direction: far more
observations of disagreement on emotion labels for females than
would be expected with no interaction, and far fewer disagree-
ments on emotion labels for males than would be expected with
no interaction.

The approach of this example may also be applied to voice
emotion recognition.

Table 13 depicts the cross-classification of system agreement
and sex. A χ2 test of the contingency table supports the rejection
of the null hypothesis that there is no interaction between sex
of the recorded person and system agreement or disagreement
(χ2

= 361.45, df = 1, p < 0.0001). The interpretation of
residuals is the same as for system agreement on face emotion
labels and sex: there is far less system agreement for females
than would be expected of a random interaction and far more
system agreement for males than would be expected with only
random interaction, and the converse relations apply to system
disagreement — significantly more for females and significantly
less for males than would be expected without an interaction.

As a second example, consider the measurement of roll, which
is at a lower-level of abstraction than emotion labelling, and recall
Table 8. One may ask the question of whether the difference be-
tween roll as measured by Affectiva and by Emotient is significant
as measured on frames depicting men (mean = −0.7659796) and
frames depicting women (mean = −0.7789769). A Wilcox test
reveals that the difference is significant (W = 1.0986e + 11, p <
2.2e − 16). Thus, as argued in other contexts [113], examining
qualities of the data and their relationships to disagreements in
judgements can be illuminating: disagreement in judgement pro-
vides a quantity that is as interesting to study as variations in the
quantity that underlies the disagreement. Disagreement is itself a
useful quantity to study as a response variable in relation to other
factors, including the factors that one would want to analyse
in relation to the values underlying the disagreement. That is,
someone who wants to study the interaction of emotion with
sex, age and profession would probably gain by using more than
one system to judge emotion, and to also study the interaction
of system disagreement on emotion with sex, age and profession.
We have shown how this might work for both category labels
(probable emotion) and numeric values (angles of roll).

Notice that the ‘‘problem’’ of emotion label disagreement is
not solved by embarking on feature extraction and model training
for emotion labelling oneself. Fundamentally, the problem is that
the primary labelled training data involves simulated emotions
or speculation regarding what the data subject was feeling at
any moment, and neither sort of label can be deemed to achieve
a ‘‘gold standard’’ for the purpose of comparing data gathered
from other settings. Thus, there is an inherent epistemic gap in
affective computing.

Researchers in other disciplines, those who study human
resource management, for example, worry about the ethical
ramifications of the functionality of systems that include auto-
matic emotion recognition (see, for instance, work by Fernández-
Martínez and Fernández [114]) — and their concerns about fully
reliable systems should be amplified given the system-dependent

nature of categorizations made.
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Table 13
Sample counts by sex of person recorded and agreement between Vokaturi and openSMILE
on the most likely voice emotion.
System agreement Sex of person depicted in the sample

Female Male

Most likely emotion labels disagree 8595 12948
Most likely emotion labels agree 2102 5497
4.2. Notes on the differences in the outputs of facial emotion recog-
nition systems

Facial emotion recognition systems (FERS) rely on the accurate
dentification of movement in certain areas of the face. Especially
here two or more parts of the face meet – lips and nose, ‘gaps’

n the face specifically the mouth and eyes, hairlines around eye-
rows and the forehead: areas of different shapes and textures,
ontrolled by specific group of facial muscles – the so-called facial
andmarks. The location and movement of these landmarks are
orrelated with one or more candidate emotions. This ontology
f facial emotion expressions relies on muscle movement (cf.
ction units), the contraction and relaxation of the muscles, and
prescription, based partly on observation that certain muscles
ovements move more or less during a bout of emotional ex-
ression. The landmarks move and then return to their original
osition. The muscles are sub-dermal and are found universally
o if we accept that one or more muscle movements is a physical
orrelate of a basic emotion irrespective of the social and situ-
tional context, then we may have systems like Emotient and
ffectiva that may be applied universally. However, The move-
ent of skin covering the face is conditioned by the underlying
natomy — and the anatomy does vary with race/ethnicity; the
andmarks are tracked via collections of pixel in video recordings,
nd the reflectivity of these pixels will be conditioned by the
olour of the skin as well. But the results produced by these
ystems are different for certain number of the basic emotions.
e suggest the reasons for this below.
There are many reasons why the outputs of the two systems

perating on our database of politicians usually appearing in
ront of the camera, sometimes interspersed with their profile
iew. These politicians are of different ages, ethnicities, and cul-
ures. For us the explanation lies in the (i) differences in the
rchitectures and training regimens of Emotient and Affectiva
and differences between openSMILE and Open Vokaturi); (ii) the
ariation in facial anthropometrics in the real world in terms
f race, colour and age, and in vocal attributes anthropometrics
n general (facial, laryngeal, and voice articulatory systems that
ary across the three main axes; (iii) reliance on assumptions in
omputer algorithms regarding luminance conservation in optical
low and (iv) the use representation schemes used for facial and
ocal features sets that may lack space–time invariance.

.2.1. The architectural and training regimens difference
he emotient pipeline. The pipeline used to detect facial emotions
omprises: Detection of face and facial features, the face is parti-
ioned into many (scaled) segments, image filters are applied to
dentify facial components and for smoothing — this involves Box,
abor, and spatiotemporal filters, plus local (pixel) orientation
ilters, this is followed by the application of statistical machine
earning algorithms for ‘learning’ to select facial features, using
da Boost and related techniques, finally classifiers are used to
ake decisions about ‘the presence of an action unit’ and this

s then correlated with the presence of an emotion or emotions;
or example, Gabor wavelets of the (emotion-labelled) face are
sed as an input to a support vector machine for identifying
he labelled emotion during training. There is an extensive use
13
of principal and independent component analysis in the emo-
tion identification phase. The authors have used backpropagation
algorithms in their work as well [20,115–117]. Emotient was
trained on a variation of the Cohn-Kanade data bases [118–120].

The affectiva pipeline. In Affectiva the facial emotion expression
analysis platform is similar in architecture to Emotient, but there
are many and subtle differences. The video is fed into the pipeline
first for face detection and coding, image features are then iden-
tified using histogram-oriented gradient features and using scale-
invariant feature transformation, for feature classification Affec-
tiva uses SVM and the SVM output is post-processed to remove
noise and then output candidate emotion category. The training
data set used by el Kaliouby and colleagues contains 15 million
or so frames, and they use both 40,000 positive and 40,000
negative examples of each emotion or what they call mental
states [21,22,70,121].

There are key differences between the two systems in each of
the different parts of the emotion identification pipeline: The way
the face is identified, different optical filters are used to identify
shapes and for noise removal, the training data sets are different
in sizes and in composition — Emotient was trained on a variant
of the Cohn-Kanada data base of posed emotions (c. 4000–8000
subjects, [120]) whereas Affectiva is trained on a spontaneously-
expressed, very large crowd-sourced [122] video database, albeit
the subjects were asked to express an opinion about the stimulus
they received.

4.2.2. Variation in facial anthropometrics
There is an implicit assumption in facial emotion recognition

literature that basic emotions are universal, so the face deforma-
tion required to produce an emotion will be the same irrespective
of race, colour and age. There are lessons from related literature
in forensic science and restorative surgery which may explain
that differences in the facial anthropometrics between our sample
and that of the training data used to train Emotient and Affectiva
may cause the differences in the results in the two systems. Our
sample may contain racial/pigmentation/age outliers not in the
training data bases.

This is a big issue in face recognition systems where the
face of a ‘person of interest’ is matched against a data base:
essentially key features of a face are to be matched against the
pre-stored features. The image of a person of interest is taken
in non-ideal circumstances, say, at the scene of a crime where
lightning conditions, camera evasion, face covering and other
factors tend to produce a low quality image. The users of face
recognition systems use both frontal and profile view, and in
each case they are looking at, or a computer system, is matching
permanent and transient distances between key areas in the
face: the permanent horizontal distances include inner/outer eye
distances, face/mouth/nose width, and the permanent vertical
distances relate to eyeline to nose base/mouth/chin/lips distances
and ear height. The transient distances relate to eyeline to hair-
line/eyebrow distances, right/left eyebrow width and height. Sim-
ilarly for the profile view. There is a suggestion that a database
of the faces of known individual will be ‘unreliable unless mul-
tiple distance and angular measurements from both profile and
full-face images were included in an analysis’ [123]. Similarly,
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frontal/view image of human face is taken before restorative
acial surgery, and here the consideration always incorporates
ow the patient will express facial emotions post surgery [124].
e learn from the facial anthropometrics literature that there are

statistically significant differences [...between] between males
nd females, [different] racial/ethnic groups, and the subjects
ho were at least 45 years old when compared to workers
etween 18 and 29 years of age’ [10]. The other related notion
n forensic science literature is the effect of facial expressions on
acial anthropometrics in that facial expressions sometimes can
istort an image to an extent cannot be easily matched to a pre-
tored image which either may have no expression or a different
xpression [125]

.3. Notes on the differences in the outputs of speech emotion recog-
ition systems

The universality of six or seven basic emotions plus bore-
om are the ontological basis of many speech recognition sys-
ems including openSMILE and Open Vokaturi. There are three
easons for the differences in the results. The ontological ba-
is of the speech emotion recognition systems is the context-
ndependent existence of three physical correlates of speech emo-
ion expression: prosody, spectral distribution of voice attributes,
nd quality.

.3.1. The architectural and training regimens difference
The pipelines for both the systems are based on voice identi-

ication, feature extraction, and finding physical correlates of the
eatures thus extracted. Both openSMILE and Vokaturi use two
rosodic features, pitch and duration, for spectral features both
easure formant frequencies. For spectral features openSMILE
ses the mel-spectra and for quality Vokaturi uses moments
ike shimmer and jitter (although openSMILE computes the two
uality features and also Harmonic Mean Ratio but it is not used
n our version of the software). The training of these systems uses
tatistical machine learning techniques like principal component
nalysis and support vector machines. The two systems were on
wo emotionally labelled speech data bases each and had one
ommon data base: openSMILE was trained on the Berlin Speech
atabase of young male and female German native-speakers, and
okaturi was trained on an emotionally labelled data base, SAVEE,
omprising the speech of four young English native speakers.
oth the systems used e-Interface data base of speakers from
4 nationalities — mainly European citizens. The choice of the
eatures may influence the final results and certainly will impact
n the understanding of the output of non-European speakers.

.3.2. Variation in voice attributes related to anthropometrics
There are well documented cases of ‘racial disparities’: For

nstance, take the example of automatic speech recognition and
ranscription: ASR systems marketed by Amazon, Apple, Google,
BM, and Microsoft — when tested to transcribe the structured
nterviews of white and black speakers (42:73, totalling around
0 h of transcription). The word error for black speakers was
ouble that of white speakers. It was claimed that the ‘disparities
are due] to the underlying acoustic models used by the ASR
ystems’ creating a ‘race gap’ [51]. In a comparison of vocal tract
imensions and formant frequencies in a gender balanced sample
f 40 white Americans, 40 African Americans, and 40 Chinese
ubjects, researchers recorded first three formant frequencies of
ine isolated vowels an measured the vocal tract cavities of all
he subjects. Significant race and gender were found both in vocal

ract dimensions and in the formant frequencies [126].

14
4.4. Summary

In this section we have interpreted the ramifications of differ-
ences in the input–output behaviours of the SER and FER systems
we have analysed. We also highlight differences in the modelling
assumptions and algorithms used that may account for some of
these differences. The exact relationship between the internal
approach of the system and the empirical consequences, apart
from cross-system difference, remains open for exploration.

5. Conclusions

In considering the material that we have presented, limita-
tions must be acknowledged. Firstly, it is self-evident that this
is work in progress. We have yet to analyse the extent of agree-
ment on measurements of low-level features in speech emotion
recognition systems, the tracking of facial landmarks in facial
emotion recognition systems, or the full interactions between
measurements of physical quantities for facial emotion systems
and the other interacting categories. Moreover, the data set that
we have been developing through these projects is expanding,
firstly to allow more systematic treatment of the categories and
their internal structure, and secondly to support additional di-
mensions of probable contrasts in emotion recognition. However,
this implicitly reveals that the samples we have analysed here
are relatively small.15 We have not added independent human
assessment of the emotions that might have been experienced
by each speaker at each (or any) frame, since our purpose is
to calculate the potential for intersubstitution of extant systems
applied to data outside their training sets through analysing their
agreements and disagreements.16

Some immediate next steps are obvious, and we hope that
others will join us in the efforts. Firstly, a greater range of the
low-level features that are estimated by SERs and FERs may
be approached using the same general approach that we have
employed here. Secondly, data sets for which independent human
annotation of emotion has been applied would be useful to ex-
plore using this same method of system comparison, adding the
human annotations as another reference point (while acknowl-
edging that it is difficult for human annotation of emotions to
achieve a gold standard — acted emotion is not reliably authentic
emotion, and post-hoc labelling, whether by the emoting sub-
ject or third parties, is not reliable, either). Thirdly, re-analysing
data sets that may be available where judgements of only one
system have been relied upon would enable quantification of
the extent to which disagreements would make a difference to
follow-on processing in actual systems. Fourthly, larger data sets
constructed in the spirit of the one that we have analysed would
be useful to explore.

We present this report on the current state of our work in
this area (which, although not complete, does provide a coherent
encapsulation and synthesis), because we think that others will
benefit from seeing the explicit demonstration that the systems
that we have addressed are not fully intersubstitutable for each
other. Therefore, it is not safe, in general, to simply adopt one
of these systems as freely available ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ systems as
a component in a larger system, without reflection on the fact
that an alternative system might provide different classifications
in critical cases. Investigation of the causes of system disagree-
ments and whether they are relevant to the application at hand
is important. Knowing their comparative accuracy on standard

15 On the other hand, the data is available to others for independent analysis
by contacting the second author.
16 It has been argued elsewhere that analysis of annotation disagreement is
itself of theoretical interest [113].
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atasets is different to seeing the judgements they make on data
‘in the wild’’. Moreover, we emphasize the value of using system
isagreement as a response variable as a supplement to using
ndividual system judgements and restricting analysis to areas of
greement. We do not intend for this to be a pessimistic message.
ather, our goal is to identify parameters that determine when
hey are interchangeable and when they are not. Researchers
ccept the fact that sometimes parametric tests of inferential
tatistics are robustly applicable to a dataset, and sometimes only
on-parametric tests are safe, depending on properties of the
ata. Our goal is to have the settings of applicability of emo-
ion recognition systems similarly identified and accepted. This
an only enhance research that builds on emotion recognition
ystems.
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